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Abstract

In this project, we endeavored to parallelize MaceMC, a model checker for distributed systems
written in Mace. Preliminary results show that the parallelized model checker can increase the
number of useful states explored by the model checker by a factor of 50 for relatively modest
cluster sizes.

1 Background

Our parallelization efforts stand on the shoulders of a great deal of previous work and established
systems. In this section, we provide background on each of these systems that will inform subsequent
discussion.

1.1 Mace

Mace [4] is an extension to the C++ programming language and source-to-source compiler that is
designed to make distributed systems easier to build. Mace programmers express their distributed
system as a distributed state machine; each node receives and reacts to external events such as
incoming messages or timer interrupts. As part of the reaction to a given input, the node may send
zero or more messages and modify its internal state. The reaction of a node to its input is referred
to as a “transition” after its state machine analog.

1.2 Model Checking

Distributed systems are notoriously hard to debug. This is mainly due to the fact that such systems
operate in an environment where message delivery is unreliable and nodes can unexpectedly and
silently fail. Manual testing of systems such as these is often ineffective, as exhaustively checking
each possible error condition that the system can experience is infeasible. Model checkers were
developed in response to the need to make debugging systems, particularly distributed systems,
easier. A typical model checker tests a system by systematically exploring the space of all possible
execution paths and verifying that a set of programmer-defined properties hold at all times during
this exploration. Model checkers have been shown to be capable of finding extremely elusive bugs
with relatively little programmer effort.

Most model checkers check properties which must hold at every step in the computation across
all possible execution paths. These properties are called safety properties and a system that satisfies
all safety properties is referred to as safe. Safety properties are not completely expressive in and
of themselves, however. For example, a set of n nodes might wish to enforce that the connectivity
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between nodes forms a logical ring, with node i being connected to nodes i ± 1 mod n. While
this property will probably not hold early in the system’s execution, it is expected to hold at some
point for the system to be correct. Such properties, which must always eventually hold, are called
liveness properties, and a system that satisfies these properties is called live.

1.3 MaceMC

MaceMC [3] is a model checker for Mace programs that can check for the violation of both safety and
liveness properties. Liveness and safety properties are declaratively specified by the programmer
and compiled by the Mace compiler into efficient property checking routines. The system under
test is launched within a simulator that allows MaceMC to control the system’s view of network
messages as well as each node’s event processing scheduler and random number generator, thus
giving MaceMC complete control over the system’s execution. A user-specified driver program
initializes the system and helps to drive the system from one state to another, usually by feeding
the system with external requests.

Controlling randomness At any point in the system’s execution, MaceMC chooses which node
will process an event next, the order in which each node’s events will be processed, the next random
number that each node’s random number generator will produce, and so on. To explore the system
under test’s state space, MaceMC must consider each available choice in turn and recurse on the
resulting choices. A sequence of such choices beginning at an initial state is referred to as a path.

Bounded Depth First Search In order to explore the system’s state space more effectively,
MaceMC performs its search in two phases. During the first phase, called the Bounded Depth First
Search phase, MaceMC enumerates all paths of length k (where k is user-defined) which originate
from the system’s initial state (which is established by the driver program). If at any point the
system violates a safety property, MaceMC declares the system unsafe and returns the path that
led to the unsafe state and the safety property that was violated.

Random Walk If, once a path of length k has been traversed, the system is not live, it is
considered to be transient and the second phase of the search, called the Random Walk phase,
begins. During this phase, MaceMC moves the system through a random sequence of choices,
checking liveness and safety properties at each step. If the system is found to be live at any point
during the random walk, the phase terminates and the next path in the bounded depth first search
is examined. If, after the random walk (which is usually limited to approximately 10,000 random
choices) completes, the system is still not live, MaceMC declares the system dead and reports the
path and the name of the liveness property that was violated.

Duplicate states MaceMC keeps track of the system states it has encountered during its search.
If a path ever transitions the system into a state that has already been encountered, the traversal
of the path is terminated. In practice, approximately 90% of states encountered by MaceMC are
duplicates; hence, the detection of duplicate states is critical to keeping MaceMC performant.
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Figure 1: A sample prefix tree

2 Architecture

2.1 Challenges

After inheriting the serial version of the Mace model checker, our first instinct was to parallelize it
using pthreads. Unfortunately, due to the extensive use of singleton classes, it was not practical
to use pthreads given our time constraints. Instead, we opted to couple separate processes with
local inter-process communication mechanisms to achieve a similar result.

The second major hurdle was the original model checker’s mechanism for systematic state
exploration. Being a serial program, it would assume responsibility for searching the entire state
space, and it would only increase its search depth when it had exhaustively searched its current
depth. This made parallel division of labor difficult, which led us to develop the notion of prefixes.

2.2 Prefixes and Prefix Division

As stated previously, MaceMC systematically explores all paths of a given length as part of its
Bounded Depth First Search phase. The set of paths to explore can be compactly represented as
a prefix tree such as the one shown in Figure 1. Each node in the prefix tree corresponds to some
state of the system under test (although these states are not necessarily, or usually, unique). Edges
in the tree represent choices that can be made by the model checker to move the system from one
state to another. Each node in Figure 1 is labeled with its prefix, or the sequence of edges in the
tree that had to be traversed to get to that node. As the figure illustrates, the fan-out of nodes
in the tree is not uniform, as the state of the system under test determines the number of choices
available to the model checker.

To divide work among processors in the parallel model checker, we simply assign each processor
the prefix corresponding to a node in the prefix tree such that the nodes assigned in this way have
roughly equal depth. We also try to assign prefixes that are “close together” (i.e. that have the
same parent or are siblings) to processors on the same physical machine.

There is no way for us to know the structure of the prefix tree for a given system a priori. To
gather prefixes, each processor runs its model checker forward through its Bounded Depth First
Search phase, building its prefix tree until it possesses a sufficient number of prefixes. To prevent
the prefix tree from becoming unbalanced, we make the model checker increase its search depth
linearly rather than by increments of five or ten steps as is usually done for efficiency. This choice of
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Figure 2: Intra-node communication architecture.

prefix generation was largely an issue of expediency, and developing a more efficient or distributed
method of constructing the prefix tree is the subject of future work.

2.3 Local Communication

With the ability to divide the search space into an arbitrary number of prefixes, our next goal was
to implement small-scale parallelism, which would allow the model checker to benefit from multiple
cores on a local machine. Given that threads were impractical, we chose to have the model checker
use fork() to spawn the desired number of parallel processes. One process, which we refer to as
the “relay” process, is responsible for coordinating inter-process communication (IPC). All other
processes behave as workers by searching the state space with a specific set of path prefixes.

Upon starting up, the first process designates itself to be the relay process. It then calls
socketpair() to create a pair of connected sockets for each of the worker processes. Next, it forks
the specified number of worker processes, each of which inherits (via address space duplication) a
socket that is connected to the relay. All of the sockets are high-speed Unix domain sockets that
are backed by anonymous, shared kernel memory. Figure 2 depicts this design visually.

As the worker processes search the state space, they generate state summary information for
every state in the form of the state’s hash and the path that led it there. Every process, including the
relay, keeps a hash table for mapping state hashes to their corresponding paths. Worker processes
use the hash table entries to prune their search space and avoid paths that lead to previously visited
states.

When a worker process discovers a new state, it first adds the newly discovered (hash, path)
tuple to its hash table. Next, it sends the same tuple to the relay, and the relay checks for the tuple’s
presence in its own table. If the hash already exists in the table, it can drop the tuple without
further processing. Otherwise, it forwards the tuple to every other process, with the exception of the
process that generated it. Thus, the relay can filter out duplicate states and eliminate redundant
communication while ensuring that each worker benefits from the progress made by all the others.

2.4 Inter-Node Communication

Having successfully parallelized the model checker for use on a single machine, our next goal was to
increase the scale once more. We chose to target high performance cluster environments in order to
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maximize the number of explored states. Doing so required an additional inter-node communication
mechanism, and we elected to use the Message Passing Interface (MPI).

Originally, we proposed using a Merkle tree data structure to detect and eliminate unnecessary
inter-node communication. Unfortunately, due to the way in which Merkle trees hash their data
and the fact that our data itself was a series of hashes, most of the desirable properties of using
Merkle trees were lost. Therefore, instead of using Merkle trees, we opted to employ a simpler
ring-like communication pattern.

In a manner similar to that described in the preceding section, each node of the cluster organizes
itself into a relay and set of workers. The relay process assumes the additional responsibility of
using MPI to communicate with the relay processes at other nodes. It does so by marshalling the
non-duplicate (hash, path) tuples that it receives from its local workers into a single, large buffer.
Once the buffer has been filled, it is tagged as a data unit with the relay’s rank, and it transfers
the entire unit in bulk to its successor relay in the ring.

Upon receiving a bulk data unit, a relay process has two responsibilities. First, it forwards the
data unit to its successor relay, as long as the unit did not originate from that successor. Next,
it demarshals the unit’s individual (hash, path) tuples and sends them to its local workers via
its domain sockets. Thus, every worker process will eventually receive and incorporate all of the
globally unique states that have been discovered in the system.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Experimental Setup

All of our performance measurements were taken on the Abe cluster at the University of Illinois’s
National Center for Supercomputing Applications. Abe consists of 1200 nodes, each of which has
8GB of RAM and two 64-bit, 2.33 GHz quad core Intel Xeon processors. The nodes communicate
via an InfiniBand interconnection network. The cluster runs Red Hat Enterprise Linux with kernel
version 2.6.9.

We checked two different services with the parallel model checker. The first tested service is
Chord [8], a popular distributed hash table. The second service, called MaceTransport, is the service
responsible for handling communication between Mace nodes. We ran MaceTransport in a “typical”
experimental configuration consisting of two nodes, which repeatedly send batches of 1600 byte
messages to one another over UDP. We ran Chord under two configurations. The first configuration
simulates a 5-node Chord ring and does not simulate node failure or communication loss, while the
second simulates a 10-node Chord ring and simulates both node failure and communication loss.

3.2 Correctness

The modifications that we made to the serial Mace model checker divided the responsibility of state
space exploration over multiple nodes. We made no changes to the mechanisms that validate states
and examine the safety and liveness properties. Nevertheless, we introduced several bugs into the
MaceTransport service to make sure that the parallel model checker was behaving as expected. In
all cases, the parallel version found the same violations as the original serial version.
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Figure 3: Number of unique states discovered by 25-minute model checker run on a 5-node Chord
instance with error simulation disabled
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Figure 4: Number of unique states discovered by 25-minute model checker run on a 10-node Chord
instance with error simulation enabled
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Figure 5: Number of unique states discovered by 25-minute model checker run on a MaceTransport
instance with error simulation disabled

3.3 Performance

In many parallel computing applications, performance is measured in the amount of floating point
operations per second a computation can sustain; in other words, most or all of the work done
by the computation is useful and the measure of an algorithm’s success is how fast it can perform
the computation. In MaceMC’s case, the computation being performed is mostly not useful: as
previously stated, in practice 90% of the paths searched by the model checker end in a duplicate
state and hence don’t provide any useful information about the correctness of the system under
test. Therefore, the metric of success for the parallel model checker is the number of unique states
it discovers rather than the total number of states or paths that are traversed. As more of these
states are discovered in a given amount of time, it becomes more likely that a bug will be discovered.

In the following experiments, we had each relay record the number of unique states it received
from its workers during a run of the parallel model checker on the three aforementioned test system
configurations. Each configuration was run with one, two, four, eight, 16, 32 and 64 cluster nodes,
each of which contained seven workers and a relay. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show two views of these
results for each of the three systems; the raw data used to produce these figures is given in Tables 1,
2, and 3 in Appendix A. Subfigure (a) in these figures shows the maximum number of unique states
counted by a relay as a function of the number of cluster nodes used. The dotted line in these
subfigures is the number of unique states discovered by a single node with one relay and one worker,
which is effectively equivalent to running the serial version of the model checker. Subfigure (b) in
these figures shows the number of unique states counted by each relay for the 64-node experiment.

Chord, 5 nodes, no errors Figure 3 shows the results of running MaceMC on Chord with five
simulated nodes and all simulated errors disabled. Parallelizing the model checking of this system
has no real benefit, as the comparison with the serial reference in Figure 3(a) clearly shows. A
Chord DHT is designed to remain relatively stable once links between its nodes have stabilized and
to store a very small amount of state, so the number of states in its state space is relatively small.
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As a result, the maximum number of states the model checker was able to find did not exceed
about 30,000, which is quite small by comparison to the other two systems. In addition, we can
see in Figure 3(b) that many nodes did not explore more than 10,000 states before terminating;
this is because, if the model checker finds that all paths of a given depth lead to duplicate states,
it considers the state space to have been exhaustively explored and terminates. This causes the
cluster as a whole to become underutilized and explains the sudden (albeit minor) drop in the
number of states explored during the 64-node experiment.

Chord, 10 nodes, network and node errors Figure 4 shows the results of running MaceMC on
Chord with 10 simulated nodes and both simulated network and node failures enabled. Increasing
the number of nodes in the system increases the number of states that the system as a whole can
assume, and enabling simulated failures increases that number further still. Since the system is so
dynamic, all cluster nodes have a good deal of work to do, and the results of keeping the cluster
loaded in this way are dramatic; a 64-node cluster running the model checker found almost 53
times as many unique states as the serial version. If the rate at which the serial model checker
discovered states were to remain constant (which is unlikely) it would have taken it almost 22 hours
to examine the number of unique states that the cluster model checker found in only 25 minutes,
which is exactly the kind of improvement we envisioned when this project was first undertaken.
Figure 4(b) also demonstrates the advantages of having a rich and fairly balanced search space; all
of the nodes examine roughly the same number of unique states.

MaceTransport MaceTransport’s results for these experiments, shown in Figure 5, are also
quite promising. Two factors seem to be limiting the model checker’s performance for this system.
The first is that checking a given MaceTransport path is expensive because MaceTransport itself
is complex and the properties that the model checker must check for the transport often involve
lengthy computations. Since we must synthesize more than 500 prefixes for the 64-node experiment,
we end up spending a large amount of the experiment’s 25 minute duration computing these prefixes.
In addition, Figure 5(b) shows that unique states seem to be located in the right half of the prefix
tree more than in the left half. This causes certain groups of nodes (0 through 12) to have much
less work to do than others (55 through 63).

4 Related Work

Model checking is by no means a new technology. The general concept of checking a system that is
described as a graph can be traced to [1]. CMC [7] and Verisoft [2] are capable of model checking
programs written in C/C++. WiDS [6] is a model checker for distributed systems that can be
run in both a single-node and cluster setting. While MaceMC uses simulation and heuristics to
find liveness violations at a high level of abstraction, WiDS simulates operating system APIs and
replies on deployment of actual systems and testing to perform its analysis. Model checkers have
also been designed for specific problem domains, such as detecting file system errors [9].

Model checking is not the only algorithmic model used to debug distributed systems. Some
notable recent work [5] applies user-defined predicates (similar to MaceMC’s liveness and safety
properties) to running systems so that any problems that do arise can be debugged quickly.
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5 Future Work

5.1 Dynamic rebalancing

Presently, all prefix division is done statically at startup. While searching their portion of the state
space, worker processes check their paths against all previously discovered unique paths. If a step
in the current path matches a previous state, the path is considered a duplicate, and the worker
moves on to the next path.

If all paths at a given search depth are discovered to be duplicates, then no new states will
be discovered, and the search is considered to be complete. For the serial model checker, this is
the desired behavior, because it is responsible for searching the entire state space. However, with
the parallel model checker and a static prefix division, a worker can only determine that there
are no additional states for its local prefix. Ideally, when this condition is detected, the worker
would request that the prefix division be dynamically rebalanced in order to obtain more work and
prevent a load imbalance. Due to the time constraints of this project, we have not yet implemented
any such mechanism.

5.2 Optimizations

MaceMC currently stores all of its path information using C++ vectors, which are not easily
serialized for transfer via sockets or MPI. As a future optimization, it may be possible to reduce
the overhead associated with marshaling and demarshaling messages by storing path information
in a new type of efficiently serializable object format.

6 Conclusion

We have made a great deal of progress with parallelizing MaceMC in a short period of time.
While the results for certain services are less than ideal, we have demonstrated that a system with
many diverse states benefits significantly from parallelization. We believe that future enhancements
implemented in the coming weeks will improve the model checker’s performance even further. As of
this writing, we are already deploying the current version of the parallelized model checker to check
and debug some of our recently-built distributed consensus systems. Overall, our parallelization
efforts promise to be a tremendous boon to Mace developers.
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A Tabular Representation of Experimental Output

# Unique States
# Nodes Chord (5 nodes, no errors) Chord (10 nodes, errors) MaceTransport

1 26765 63784 49318
2 19545 69723 52074
4 21113 118350 60227
8 23943 170249 88205
16 22084 202784 164354
32 25038 296406 186401
64 18582 411082 158671

Table 1: Tabular representation of the data show in Figures 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a)

Chord (5 nodes, no errors) Chord (10 nodes, errors) MaceTransport
# Unique States 21964 7788 10395

Table 2: Number of unique states explored by a serial model checker for each test system

# Unique States
Node Rank Chord (5 nodes, no errors) Chord (10 nodes, errors) MaceTransport

0 10493 403098 113893
1 10395 403227 112743
2 10484 402888 113559
3 10594 403116 111597
4 10462 402664 111557
5 10411 401935 111993
6 10462 402462 111667
7 10997 403880 111749
8 10496 402895 110857
9 10316 403268 115673
10 10404 403845 110688
11 10483 403601 110615
12 10761 402929 110681
13 10794 404226 126833
14 10678 403697 128212
15 10759 404566 135227
16 10463 411082 114932
17 10773 405581 115961
18 11267 404722 124121
19 11450 406533 128808
20 11111 405922 149731
21 10527 405938 148471
22 10764 406397 142638
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# Unique States
Node Rank Chord (5 nodes, no errors) Chord (10 nodes, errors) MaceTransport

23 11230 406178 111127
24 11005 406048 111462
25 9536 405331 110578
26 9547 405750 110341
27 10359 405456 123224
28 10720 405066 121377
29 10558 405067 134473
30 9552 405353 113269
31 9531 403437 122568
32 9953 402374 122657
33 10097 402811 131921
34 9943 403837 133056
35 10478 403501 142671
36 9521 403792 138727
37 10078 404343 128755
38 11982 404372 139010
39 12127 404263 140166
40 9756 403800 140773
41 11846 403543 143942
42 11855 404542 143615
43 12191 404437 151424
44 10882 404861 146415
45 12352 404264 138833
46 12564 401405 132982
47 11445 402528 139535
48 12422 402799 144541
49 12820 403011 139958
50 13578 401998 130756
51 9643 402545 137504
52 10166 401175 135310
53 13436 401056 129947
54 13743 402265 141205
55 14101 401411 151956
56 12957 401564 158671
57 14163 401225 149846
58 14382 401243 143236
59 10839 402624 138052
60 14047 405417 147177
61 14627 398934 138894
62 15225 400232 144549
63 18582 399681 138628

Table 3: Tabular representation of the data show in Fig-
ures 3(b), 4(b) and 5(b)
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